
ICTC EXPANDS ITS DOMESTIC MANUFACTURING SERVICES 
 
BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA- July 1, 2010-     ICTC (Interconnect Cables Technologies Corp.) is pleased to 
announce that it has acquired the assets of STI (Symbionic Technologies Inc.).   STI, located in 
Brooksville, Florida, has been a regional Electronic Manufacturing Services provider for over 20 years.    
With the acquisition of STI’s assets, ICTC will be able to offer a full range of EMS services domestically to 
complement its extensive offshore capabilities.   The formation of this new ICTC EMS division allows  
ICTC to offer a full range of printed circuit board assembly, both through hole and pick and place, local 
prototyping services and final box build and testing capabilities to our customers worldwide.  
 

The entire management team of STI is being retained, and it gives its customers direct access to 
ICTC’s offshore program support as well as direct access to one of Florida leading wire and harness 
manufacturers.    ICTC anticipates further investments in both machinery and personnel in order to 
enhance further its domestic EMS Division.  We will be incorporating our ISO 9001:2008 system  
throughout the division, and ICTC’s recent investments in manufacturing ERP, shop floor control and 
logistics management systems will be standardized throughout the expanded company.  “This 
acquisition allows ICTC to further support our customers with domestic prototyping for a seamless 
transition to offshore manufacturing, if and when they need us to do so,” says Sareet Majumdar, 
President of ICTC.   “With the resources of ICTC  behind the extensive experience and  SMT 
manufacturing expertise of STI, we can become one of the leaders in the EMS market in Florida,”  says 
Paul Cutting, Operations Director of the ICTC EMS Division.   
 
About ICTC 
ICTC (www.ictcusa.com) is an ISO 9001:2008-certified, full-service manufacturer and is based in 
Brooksville, Florida.  It also has operations in Donguan and Ningbo China, and is part of the ICIntracom 
(www.icintracom.com) group of companies with locations in 13 countries around the world.  ICTC is a 
Global Manufacturing Solutions Provider that specializes in low volume, high mix cable and wire harness 
assembly and electronic box builds to OEM’s.  The company was established in 1988 to provide the 
rapidly growing electronics market with the highest quality cable assemblies and electronic box builds 
and is an expert in the Tele-communications; Data-communications; Commercial; Industrial; Video; 
Medical; Military; Aerospace; Automotive; Electronics; Lighting and Gaming industries. 
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